An effective balancing response to lateral perturbations at pelvis level during slow walking requires control in all three planes of motion.
In this study we investigated balancing responses to lateral perturbations during slow walking (0.85m/s). A group of seven healthy individuals walked on an instrumented treadmill while being perturbed at the level of waist at left heel strike in outward and inward lateral directions. Centre of mass (COM) and centre of pressure (COP), rotation of pelvis around vertical axis, step lengths, step widths and step times were assessed. The results have shown that beside control of COP in lateral direction, facilitated by adequate step widths, control of COP in sagittal direction, slowing down movement of COM was present after commencement of lateral perturbations. Sagittal component of COM was significantly retarded as compared to unperturbed walking for both inward (4.32±1.29cm) and outward (9.75±2.17cm) perturbations. This was necessary since after an inward perturbation first step length (0.29±0.04m compared to 0.52±0.02m in unperturbed walking) and step time (0.45±0.05s compared to 0.61±0.04s in unperturbed walking) were shortened while after an outward perturbation first two step lengths (0.36±0.05m and 0.32±0.11m compared to 0.52±0.03m in unperturbed walking) were shortened that needed to be accommodated by the described modulation of COP in sagittal plane. In addition pronounced pelvis rotation assisted in bringing swing leg to new location. The results of this study show that counteracting lateral perturbations at slow walking requires adequate response in all three planes of motion.